
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY CASE

Here's how the juvenile justice system usually treats a youth offender case.

This can lead to child sex tourism, when a sexual predator will go to less developed countries and prey on
young boys and girls. These two personality disorders are analogous in their erratic and aggressive behavior.
With mandatory reporting laws in place, it became a necessity for providers to report any incidents of
disclosed sexual abuse. The victim's family asked the Judge to impose a lengthy adult prison sentence; the
District Attorney asked for a committed sentence. Once under an investigation or in the juvenile system, we
invariably recommend that our juvenile clients shut down any social media sites or refrain from texting or
posting anything on the internet. Labeling[ edit ] Labeling theory is a concept within Criminology that aims to
explain deviant behavior from the social context rather than looking at the individual themselves. Some times
these juveniles reach maturation and they develop into career criminals, or life-course-persistent offenders. A
delinquent child is one who has committed a delinquent act and is in need of treatment and rehabilitation or
supervision by the court. Merton believed that drug users are in this category. Attorney Lewin just finished a
forcible rape case in Lowell Juvenile Court where a fifteen year old boy was accused of raping a five year old
girl. A difficulty with strain theory is that it does not explore why children of low-income families would have
poor educational attainment in the first place. This is especially true when the text messages or internet posts
are of a sexual or violent nature. This is confirmed by a recent Juvenile Justice Bulletin article which states
that a number of offenders, ages 12 , are coming to the attention of law enforcement for sex crimes. There may
also be biological factors, such as high levels of serotonin , giving them a difficult temper and poor
self-regulation, and a lower resting heart rate, which may lead to fearlessness. Make no mistake about it, a
"secure facility" is a jail with locked doors and bars on the windows. Our experienced juvenile attorneys will
fight to avoid harsh the consequences of a juvenile conviction. Some delinquent acts are disposed of through
diversion, informal adjustment, or mediation. Rational choice[ edit ] Classical criminology stresses that the
causes of crime lie within the individual offender, rather than in their external environment. Future Child. July
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individuals adjudicated in a criminal court for a sexual crime. Delinquency prevention is the broad term for all
efforts aimed at preventing youth from becoming involved in criminal, or other antisocial, activity. This often
leads to an impulsive and aggressive reaction. Strain theory holds that crime is caused by the difficulty those
in poverty have in achieving socially valued goals by legitimate means. We do this because we know that the
court is concerned as to whether a child is a predator or likely to repeat acts of sexual aggression or
misconduct. However it may be the case that offenders prefer to associate with one another, rather than
delinquent peers causing someone to start offending. Reductionism , e. Retreatism: those who reject socially
approved goals and the means for acquiring them. The author concludes that early intervention into the lives
of these youths is necessary to address the increase in juvenile crime. A type of criminological theory
attributing variation in crime and delinquency over time and among territories to the absence or breakdown of
communal institutions e. The referral consists of various testing, an interview process and reviewing prior
medical and school records of the juvenile. Yes No. There is strong evidence that young people with criminal
friends are more likely to commit crimes themselves. At least to some degree, I attribute this to availability of
pornography on the internet or cable media where exposure to outrageous adult sexual content is easily
accessible. Education is the great equalizer, opening doors to lift themselves out of poverty Imputation , e. We
have successfully defended juveniles that face sex crime convictions by demonstrating to the prosecutor and
the court that the child is not a predator, is not likely to be a risk to the community, is in a stable environment
and is attending, or willing to attend, sex based specific therapy. You may improve this section , discuss the
issue on the talk page , or create a new article , as appropriate.


